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The Fusion of Presidentialism and Parliamentarism

No question of constitutional design is more intensely debated than whether emerging democracies should adopt presidential or parliamentary systems. This is an important debate but it misses a critical point about constitutional design—namely that the structural differences between presidentialism and parliamentarism conceal much more than they reveal. In this Article, I demonstrate precisely how conventional accounts of the structural differences between presidentialism and parliamentarism actually obscure their functional similarities.

I. INTRODUCTION

Parliamentarism and presidentialism are commonly, and correctly, set in opposition as distinguishable systems of governance that exhibit distinguishable structural features. Yet the structural differences between them do not necessarily give rise to functional differences. Quite the contrary, the very structural features that allow us to distinguish between presidentialism and parliamentarism often conceal their functional similarities.

These similarities between presidentialism and parliamentarism are at once the result of purposeful design, political practice and unintended consequences. They highlight a fascinating dimension of constitutional design that conventional theories of presidentialism and parliamentarism have yet to fully explore: that parliamentary systems may sometimes function as presidential ones while presiden-
tial systems may sometimes function as parliamentary ones. These similarities also suggest a larger point about modern constitutional design, namely that political culture can often overcome the structures of constitutional structure.

Political actors in presidential and parliamentary systems have successfully imported foreign constitutional mechanisms from their counterparts—mechanisms once thought to be incompatible with the constitutional structure of the importing state. This constitutional cross-pollination has fused elements of parliamentarism and presidentialism into a unified constitutional structure, creating a template for a new hybrid form of presidential parliamentarism and of parliamentary presidentialism. In breaking free from their traditional constitutional boundaries, modern forms of parliamentarism and presidentialism offer new insights into the continuing debate on whether political culture shapes constitutional structure or constitutional structure constrains political culture.²

My modest task in this Article is to begin to theorize this fusion. I will demonstrate that conventional constitutional theory oversimplifies the differences between presidentialism and parliamentarism, and that it reflects little more than dated caricatures of presidential and parliamentary systems. I will start, in Part II, by challenging the conventional wisdom that parliamentarism fuses powers and presidentialism separates them. In Part III, I will show how parliamentary systems often adhere to the fixed electoral terms characteristic of presidentialism, just as presidential systems are sometimes vulnerable to the forced or variable elections that are more closely associated with parliamentarism. Part IV will critique the idea that parliamentary systems are efficient and that presidential ones are inefficient. In Part V, I will conclude with a few additional observations.

II. THE SEPARATION OF POWERS

According to constitutional scholars, the separation of powers serves the important purpose of thwarting the rise of tyranny.³ The theory of the separation of governmental powers insists that each branch of government must not exceed its pre-determined institu-


tional boundaries and must respect the jurisdiction of other branches.\(^4\) Drawing on the insights of Montesquieu—who suggested assigning legislative, executive, and judicial powers to different institutional agents\(^5\)—states have designed their governing charters consistent with this theory. For instance, the United States\(^6\) and France\(^7\) both separated government powers in their respective constitutions, both among the first written constitutions in the history of the world.\(^8\) Since then, the separation of powers has become viewed as a fundamental feature of democracy,\(^9\) some scholars even regarding it as a necessary feature.\(^10\)

Presidentialism and the separation of powers are sometimes used synonymously, as though one entailed the other.\(^11\) The conventional narrative holds that presidential regimes separate governmental powers\(^12\) and disperse public power across autonomous branches of government, typically the executive, legislature, and the judiciary.\(^13\) In contrast, parliamentary systems, according to the con-

---


7. Déclaration des droits de l’homme et du citoyen (1789) (“Toute société dans laquelle la garantie des droits n’est pas assurée ni la séparation des pouvoirs déterminée, n’a point de Constitution.”).


ventional wisdom, do not separate powers in the same fashion. One scholar even declares that parliamentarism and the separation of powers are incompatible, arguing that parliamentary systems cannot separate their governmental powers. But these conventional accounts of presidentialism and parliamentarism fail to appreciate that presidential systems may sometimes fuse—and parliamentary systems may separate—their governmental powers.

A. Separating Powers in Parliamentary Systems

I begin with the proposition that there is more than one type of parliamentary system. I will examine two different forms—Westminster parliamentarism and constrained parliamentarism—to show how they actually separate governmental powers within their respective regimes of fused governmental powers.

1. Westminster Parliamentarism

The first model is the Westminster parliamentary system, which operates in the United Kingdom. Similar to presidential systems, it is organized into the three traditional branches of government. And like presidential systems, Westminster parliamentarism also separates governmental powers. But it does so in a way that differs from the customary understanding of separated powers. Rather than separating powers among the legislative, executive and judicial branches of government, the Westminster system separates powers between two organs of the state: the Crown, which subsumes the judiciary, and the Parliament.

Burke was an early advocate of applying separation theory in the United Kingdom. The separation of powers between the Crown and Parliament emerged as part of the Revolution Settlement, statutorily enshrined in the Act of Settlement of 1700 that established the

---


primacy of parliamentary democracy.\textsuperscript{19} This division was intended to empower Parliament to hold the Crown accountable.\textsuperscript{20} Blackstone echoed this Crown-Parliament separation in his treatise on the laws of England, observing that any power exercised by the Crown or in its name must first be sanctioned by Parliament.\textsuperscript{21}

The leading modern work on English constitutional law, Tomkins’ \textit{Public Law},\textsuperscript{22} describes this Crown-Parliament separation using three examples: (1) Acts of Parliament, (2) ministerial responsibility to Parliament, and (3) the authority of courts.\textsuperscript{23} First, parliamentary acts become law by virtue of the agreement of the Queen, the House of Commons and the House of Lords, the Queen representing the Crown and the Parliament comprising both Houses. This is a crucial tripartite covenant because it captures the legal moment of concurrence between the two sovereign bodies in Westminster parliamentarism: the Crown and the Parliament.\textsuperscript{24} A bill cannot become an Act of Parliament without the consent of both the Crown and the Parliament. Each therefore holds veto power.

Second, Cabinet ministers represent the Crown insofar as they advise the Crown, swear an oath of allegiance to it, and exercise powers on behalf of and in the name of the Crown.\textsuperscript{25} By requiring ministers to be members of Parliament and to appear regularly in Parliament to answer for the decisions and actions of the Crown, Parliament is able to perform its supervisory function over the Crown, thus ensuring that the Crown neither arrogates powers to itself contrary to the public will nor performs its functions without oversight.\textsuperscript{26}

The final illustration of the Crown-Parliament separation relates to the judiciary. Tomkins argues that courts, and the judges that staff them, derive their authority from the Crown, and are therefore agents of the Crown.\textsuperscript{27} The Crown-Parliament separation of powers is sustained by the theory of parliamentary sovereignty, which authorizes Parliament to override judicial decisions.\textsuperscript{28} This confers upon Parliament the capacity to check the powers that the Crown exercises

\textsuperscript{22} Adam Tomkins, \textit{Public Law} (2003).
\textsuperscript{23} \textit{Id.} at 47-54.
\textsuperscript{24} \textit{Id.} at 48.
\textsuperscript{25} \textit{Id.} at 48-49.
\textsuperscript{26} \textit{Id.} at 50-51.
\textsuperscript{27} \textit{Id.} at 53.
through its courts. These three examples show that a regime can separate governmental powers even as it departs from the traditional model of legislative-executive-judicial separation. They furthermore undermine the commonly held notion that parliamentarism does not separate powers.

2. Constrained Parliamentarism

The second model is constrained parliamentarism, a term coined by Bruce Ackerman to refer to systems that add the following wrinkles to Westminster parliamentarism: (1) a written constitution and a bill of rights, (2) a supreme or constitutional court endowed with the power to invalidate duly passed acts of the legislature, (3) a bicameral legislature that does not hold conclusive authority, (4) an upper house of the legislature that is not as powerful as the lower house, and (5) independent agencies, for example an independent electoral commission or an auditory body.

29 As I will show with respect to the Indian Constitution, constrained parliamentary systems separate governmental powers between Parliament and the judiciary. They also deploy independent agencies to help the legislature monitor the executive Cabinet, as is the case in Canada and South Africa.

i. Separating Judicial and Parliamentary Powers

India is a parliamentary state that fuses its legislative and executive powers yet separates its judicial and parliamentary powers. The Indian Supreme Court has often repeated the claim that the separation of powers is necessary for judicial independence. To its credit, the Court has also acknowledged that the separation of powers protects the legislative sphere from undue judicial intrusion. Nonetheless, the Court has asserted itself against the Parliament and has been very firm in guarding its jurisdiction, boldly declaring that a


30 See, e.g., People's Union of Civil Liberties (PUCL) & Anor v. Union of India & Anor, [2003] 2 LRI 13, Supreme Court of India (Civil Original Jurisdiction), at para. 9; Gauhati High Court & Anor v. Kuladhar Phukan & Anor, [2002] 2 LRI 253, C.A. No. 2337, Supreme Court of India (Civil Appellate Jurisdiction), at para. 14; State of Bihar & Anor v. Bal Mukund Sah & ORS, [2000] 2 LRI 471, C.A. Nos. 9072 (1996) and 2083 (2000), Supreme Court of India (Civil Appellate Jurisdiction), at para. 57; Registrar (Admn), High Court of Orissa, Cuttack v. Sisir Kanta Satapathy (Deceased) By Lrs & Anor and Other Appeals, [2000] 1 LRI 1145, C.A. Nos. 4751-4753, Supreme Court of India (Civil Appellate Jurisdiction), at para. 1.

31 See, e.g., Chairman & MD, BPL Ltd. V. SP Gururaja & ORS, [2003] 4 LRI 338, C.A. Nos. 2166-67, Supreme Court of India (Civil Appellate Jurisdiction), at para. 32; Guruvayur Devaswom Managing Committee & Anor v. CK Rajan & ORS, [2003] 3 LRI 713, C.A. Nos. 2148-51, Supreme Court of India (Civil Appellate Jurisdiction), at para. 74.
parliamentary law overriding a judicial decision be a clear violation of the separation of powers.\textsuperscript{32}

One case is particularly instructive. In *Union of India*, the Court was asked whether the executive could, consistent with the Indian Constitution, exercise the power to review or revise a decision of a quasi-judicial court.\textsuperscript{33} The background is important: the Cinematograph Act had established a tribunal assigned the task of assessing the effect of movies on the public, for instance whether certain movies were likely to provoke or incite responses that might endanger public safety and welfare.\textsuperscript{34} The Act provided for an appeal to an appellate tribunal, but it also authorized the executive to issue an order to the appellate tribunal instructing it how to resolve a matter pending before it.\textsuperscript{35} The Act was challenged on separation of powers grounds.\textsuperscript{36}

The Court invoked judicial independence and the separation of powers to declare the Act unconstitutional: “Once a quasi-judicial body like the appellate tribunal . . . gives its decision that decision would be final and binding so far as the executive and the government is concerned.”\textsuperscript{37} The Court added that, “[t]o permit the executive to review and/or revise that decision would amount to interference with the exercise of judicial functions by a quasi-judicial board. It would amount to subjecting the decision of a quasi-judicial body to the scrutiny of the executive.”\textsuperscript{38} Important principles are at stake, reasoned the Court, stating that “[t]he executive has to obey judicial orders.”\textsuperscript{39} This is a useful illustration of the separation of judicial and parliamentary powers in constrained parliamentary systems.

**ii. Policing the Border Separating the Executive and Legislature**

In addition to separating governmental powers between the judiciary and Parliament, constrained parliamentarism also mitigates the potential hazard posed by merging the legislative and executive branches in Parliament. Constrained parliamentarism endows independent agencies with significant powers to help the legislative

\textsuperscript{32} See Indira Sawhney v. Union of India & ORS, [2000] 1 LRI 390, Supreme Court of India (Civil Appellate Jurisdiction), at para. 25.

\textsuperscript{33} Union of India v. KM Shankarappa, [2001] 4 LRI 903, C.A. No. 3106, Supreme Court of India (Civil Appellate Jurisdiction).

\textsuperscript{34} Id. at para. 6.

\textsuperscript{35} Id. at paras. 4-5.

\textsuperscript{36} Id. at paras. 2-3.

\textsuperscript{37} Id. at paras. 7.

\textsuperscript{38} Id.

\textsuperscript{39} Id.
branch scrutinize the action and inaction of the executive Cabinet.\(^{40}\) Agency independence is entrenched in some significant way, either constitutionally or statutorily, which allows independent agencies to discharge their delegated duties without intrusion from the executive.\(^{41}\) This legislative-executive separation represents the second dimension along which constrained parliamentarism separates powers.

For instance, the Indian Constitution creates an independent Election Commission that is responsible for the conduct of elections.\(^{42}\) Iraq has also adopted this strategy, creating an independent High Commission for Human Rights, an Electoral Commission, and a Commission for Public Integrity,\(^{43}\) each of which answers to the legislative Council of Representatives, not to the executive Council of Ministers.\(^{44}\) These institutions are vehicles through which the Parliament may hold the executive accountable and, with particular respect to independent electoral commissions, they provide the legislature with an important tool to ensure the fairness of parliamentary elections. This is especially important in parliamentary systems—regimes where the executive often enjoys the privilege of choosing the date for national elections.

For a clearer illustration of the function of these independent agencies, let us focus on two jurisdictions in somewhat greater detail, beginning with South Africa. The South African Constitution establishes six independent agencies: (1) the Public Protector; (2) the Human Rights Commission; (3) the Commission for the Promotion and Protection of the Rights of Cultural, Religious and Linguistic Minorities; (4) the Commission for Gender Equality; (5) the Auditor-General; and (6) the Electoral Commission.\(^{45}\) Each of these is expressly designated independent from the executive and directly accountable to the entire Parliament—and not to the head of government nor to the Cabinet.\(^{46}\)

The South African Constitution requires the state, including both the executive and the legislature, to protect the independence, dignity and effectiveness of these institutions,\(^{47}\) as well as to refrain

\(^{40}\) House of Commons standing committees have also historically played an important role in this respect. See, e.g., Rod B. Byers, *Perceptions of Parliamentary Surveillance of the Executive: The Case of Canadian Defence Policy*, 5 CANADIAN J. OF POL. SCI. 234 (1972).


\(^{42}\) Constitution of India, art. 324.


\(^{44}\) Constitution of Iraq, art. 99.

\(^{45}\) Constitution of South Africa, art. 181(1).

\(^{46}\) Constitution of South Africa, art. 181(5).

\(^{47}\) Constitution of South Africa, art. 181(3).
from interfering in any way with their operation.\textsuperscript{48} Two of these independent agencies merit particular notice. First, the South African Public Protector has the duty to investigate alleged or suspected improprieties in any government sector, and subsequently to report and take remedial action, on its findings.\textsuperscript{49} Second, the Auditor-General has a similarly broad mandate: to audit and report on the financial administration of the state, including both national and provincial governmental institutions.\textsuperscript{50} Both of these independent agencies have been useful to the legislature in monitoring the conduct of the executive.\textsuperscript{51}

Canada, too, has a number of these independent agencies, whose chief officials are designated as Officers of Parliament.\textsuperscript{52} As parliamentary officers, they derive their authority from a parliamentary statute (not from an executive appointment), receive their commissions or appointments from the Parliament (not from the Cabinet), and they report to one or both houses of Parliament (neither to the Prime Minister nor to the Cabinet).\textsuperscript{53} There are eight independent Officers of Parliament: (1) the Auditor-General, (2) the Chief Electoral Officer, (3) the Official Languages Commissioner, (4) the Privacy Commissioner, (5) the Access to Information Commissioner, (6) the Conflict of Interest and Ethics Commissioner, (7) the Commissioner of Lobbying, and (8) the Public Sector Integrity Commissioner.\textsuperscript{54}

Consider first the Auditor-General. The appointment comes from the Cabinet but statute mandates that the Cabinet consult with the leader of every political party in the Parliament and that both houses

\textsuperscript{48} Constitution of South Africa, art. 181(4).
\textsuperscript{49} Constitution of South Africa, art. 182(1).
\textsuperscript{50} Constitution of South Africa, art. 188(1).
\textsuperscript{53} Id.
\textsuperscript{54} Id.
of Parliament confirm the nomination. The Auditor-General’s duties include facilitating executive accountability to the Parliament by reporting on such matters as whether executive departments have: (1) faithfully accounted for public funds, (2) properly maintained public records, (3) expended public funds in an appropriate fashion, and among others (4) made expenditures without due regard to environmental sustainability. The Auditor-General occupies a central role in the Canadian public consciousness and is viewed as one of the most trustworthy individuals in political life. These thorough investigations into the administration of the state have often equipped the legislature with sufficiently probative evidence to demand inquiries into allegations of executive wrongdoing.

Consider next the position of Chief Electoral Officer in Canada. The House of Commons appoints the Officer to administer the electoral apparatus at the national level. The Officer remains in office until the age of sixty-five, subject to removal for cause by Parliament. By statute, the Chief Electoral Officer reports not to the Prime Minister nor to the Cabinet, but rather to the Speaker of the House of Commons on such matters as general elections, special elections, election staff, and campaign finance. This is a critical electoral institutional design, and perhaps a necessary one for a constrained parliamentary system like Canada, where the party in power has the ability strategically to engineer its own defeat and therefore to set election dates when most politically expedient.

These and other independent agencies are recent additions to the constitutional and political toolkit of parliamentary democracies in search of innovative ways to confer authority upon the legislative branch. Despite the control that the doctrine of responsible government permits the executive to exercise over the legislature, constrained parliamentarism partners the legislature with independent agencies in order to neutralize and perhaps even counter the overwhelming influence that the executive might otherwise exert over the legislative branch.

55. **AUDITOR GENERAL ACT**, R.S., 1985, c. A-17, §3(1).
56. Id. at 7(2)(a).
57. Id. at 7(2)(b).
58. Id. at 7(2)(c).
59. Id. at 7(2)(f).
63. Id. at §13(2)
64. Id. at §534(1).
65. Id. at §534(2).
66. Id. at §535.2.
67. Id. at §536.1.
B. Fusing Powers in Presidential Systems

Just as parliamentarism refutes the conventional wisdom by separating powers, presidentialism likewise rebuts that same wisdom by fusing powers. Perhaps the best illustration of the fusion of powers in presidential systems is the United States. I will focus on two manifestations of this fusion: (1) the presidential veto power, and (2) the impeachment power. I begin by briefly introducing the American founding theory of the separation of powers.

1. The Founding Theory of Separation

As Neustadt has argued, the Constitutional Convention of 1787 did not create a government of strictly separated powers; it created a government of separate institutions that share powers.68 The separation of powers was not meant to be enforced exactingly.69 It was instead understood to permit a certain measure of overlap among the branches.70 This pragmatic approach reflects how government functions in practice71 because it is not feasible to demand and police a strict separation of powers.72 The Supreme Court of the United States has itself recognized that the Constitution does not require such a strict separation.73

The Framers of the American Constitution set out to intermingle powers among branches.74 Looking to the state constitutions of the day—which routinely fused governmental powers—the Framers deemed it acceptable to depart from an unforgiving and rigid construction of the separation of powers.75 There would be no strict division of governmental labors.76 In this spirit, the branches were given intersecting powers, exemplified by the national legislative and executive branches both being granted a role in the legislative pro-

73. See Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 121 (1976); see also Nixon v. Administrator of General Services, 433 U.S. 425, 443 (1977) (describing as “archaic” the view that the separation of powers requires “three airtight departments of government”).
75. The Federalist No. 47, at 264 (James Madison).
cess. The Framers freely acknowledged that this was a deviation from the principle of separated powers. It followed from the theory of the "partial intermixture" of powers that the Framers preferred over strict separation. The intended effect was to create a political culture in which, in Madison’s famous phrase, ambition “would counteract ambition.” Nonetheless, the Framers were cognizant of the dangers of commingling powers in such a way that would defeat the very purpose of their separation in the first place: to prevent the concentration of power.

In this way, American separation theory permits shared powers and even contemplates shifting powers. Still, American separation theory protects the autonomy of the legislature, executive and judiciary. Indeed, ensuring the independence of each was one of the main preoccupations of the Framers. Although, wrote Hamilton, each branch should be endowed with the power to rein in other branches, each branch should nonetheless have the capacity to discharge its delegated functions without undue intrusion from the others. The three branches were therefore intended to operate independently of each other, but not entirely without connection.

2. Presidential Legislative Power

One example of shared powers in American constitutional government is discernible in the legislative sphere. The United States Congress exercises constitutionally created legislative authority. But the President—in whom the Constitution vests executive authority—also exercises some measure of legislative authority when he

---

78. *The Federalist* No. 51, at 280 (James Madison).
83. *The Federalist* No. 47, at 263 (James Madison).
86. *The Federalist* No. 48, at 268 (James Madison).
87. JOSEPH STORY, *COMMENTARIES ON THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES* 197 (1833).
89. Constitution of the United States, art. 2, § 1, cl. 1 (vesting executive power in the President of the United States).
deployes the presidential veto. This is a departure from school civics courses, which generally teach that the President executes the laws that the legislature passes. The presidential veto demonstrates the contrary, namely that the President occupies a central role in the legislative process.

This presidential veto power is enshrined in the constitutional text. Note that it is not mentioned in Article II, which lists executive powers, but rather in Article I, which concerns legislative powers. The relevant text provides that a bill must be presented to the President before it becomes law. If the President does not approve of the bill—which by then has proceeded through the congressional legislative process and received the approval of both houses of Congress—he may return the bill to the Congress, which then resumes its deliberations, keeping in mind the objections raised by the President.

It is evident why the presidential veto appears in Article I: although it is a power exercised by an executive official, the presidential veto is a legislative function. It is a useful illustration of how the American presidential system does not in fact separate all governmental powers. In availing himself of the presidential veto and transmitting his objections to a particular bill to Congress, the President participates in the lawmaking process. This exchange between Congress and the President creates a dialogic dynamic in which the two branches collaborate in shepherding a bill through the legislative stages. At the very least, the presidential veto makes the President a partner to Congress in the task of making law. It has even been said that the veto power may make the President the “legislator in chief.”

There is an important distinction between two kinds of vetoes: constitution-based and policy-based presidential vetoes. Exercising the former, the President performs the constitutionally delegated function to faithfully execute the law and to defend the Constitution by blocking a bill on grounds of unconstitutionality or violation of

constitutional rights or powers. In the latter, the President wields the veto for no particular constitutional reason but rather because he disapproves of the bill on legislative or policy grounds.

This is a material distinction that Broughton has elaborated fluently and persuasively. It is significant because, as Peabody has demonstrated, modern Presidents have used the presidential veto more as an instrument to pursue legislative preferences than to defend their vision of American constitutionalism—the latter being precisely what the President pledges to do when he takes the oath of office on inauguration day. Modern Presidents therefore deploy their veto power to make political statements about policy, rather than to articulate a broader declaration about constitutionality, as was the case under the earliest Presidents. The practical result is that the President now looms very large in the legislative domain, despite being the constitutional embodiment of executive authority. The theoretically interesting result is that, conceptually, the presidential veto transforms the bicameral legislature into a tricameral one, with the President in effect constituting his own legislative branch, albeit one whose legislative powers are purely negative and do not authorize enacting positive law.

3. Congressional Judicial Power

A second example of the fusion of powers in American presidentialism is the congressional impeachment power. The United States Constitution gives the House of Representatives the power to impeach and, to the Senate, the power to convict individuals impeached by the House. The President and other officers are subject to impeachment for “treason, bribery, or other high crimes and misdemeanors.”

There are at least two reasons why these impeachment clauses run counter to the conventional wisdom that presidential systems separate powers. The first is that impeachment subjects the execu-

tive to the will of the legislature and in so doing denies the very independence that the separation of powers is intended to extend to each branch. The second is that the impeachment power confers judicial powers upon the legislative branch.

If the purpose of separating powers is to ensure that each branch can exercise its functions independently of, and without intrusion from, the other branches, then the impeachment power appears to put this in peril. Some of the founders adopted this view, contending that the threat of impeachment served only to render the executive subservient to the legislative branch. On this theory, the congressional prerogative to render a permissive interpretation of “high crimes and misdemeanors” undermines the independence of the President and other executive members because it gives expansive authority to control executive action to the impeaching House and the convicting Senate.

But perhaps the more powerful argument that American presidentialism fails actually to separate powers is that the impeachment process grants judicial powers to the legislative branch. Specifically, the power to try and the authority to convict an officer that the House of Representatives has impeached is a judicial power exercised by the Senate. To many constitutional scholars, this is an unmistakable instance of a constitutionally enshrined fusion of powers.


impeachment power is not a judicial function but instead a legislative one.\textsuperscript{110} As a consequence, the latter do not regard impeachment as a fusion of governmental powers.

Yet on either view, impeachment cannot escape the charge that it fuses powers, and in either case, one of two of the following statements must be true: either (1) impeachment is a judicial function, in which case the legislature exercises judicial powers in derogation from the conventional wisdom that presidential systems separate powers; or (2) impeachment is a legislative function, in which case the judiciary may be seen to participate in legislative powers because the Constitution instructs the Chief Justice of the United States to preside over impeachment when the President is on trial.\textsuperscript{111}

4. The Fusion of Personnel

The previous example of the Chief Justice presiding over presidential impeachment hints at an additional aspect to the American theory of the separation of powers: separating powers also entails separating personnel.\textsuperscript{112} The separation of personnel is a constitutional mandate that, at its core, prevents one member of the state apparatus from simultaneously holding legislative and executive office.\textsuperscript{113} As Calabresi and Larson have demonstrated, separation of powers theory and practice demands not only a separation of institutions but just as importantly a separation of personnel, which means that one individual cannot discharge functions assigned to more than one branch of government.\textsuperscript{114}

But American presidentialism runs afoul of this proscription on possibly as many as three counts.\textsuperscript{115} First, the impeachment process

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{110} See, e.g., Jonathan Turley, \textit{Senate Trials and Factional Disputes: Impeachment as a Madisonian Device}, 49 Duke L.J. 1, 145 (1999).
\item \textsuperscript{111} Constitution of the United States, art. I, § 3, cl. 6.
\item \textsuperscript{113} Constitution of the United States, art. I, § 6, cl. 2.
\item \textsuperscript{115} Just as presidentialism does not strictly observe the conventional wisdom that it must separate personnel, parliamentary systems likewise contradict their corresponding conventional wisdom. Traditional parliamentary theory holds that parliamentarism adheres to a fusion of personnel, specifically that members of the executive Cabinet must sit concurrently in the legislature as elected officials. See, e.g., John D. Richard, \textit{Federalism in Canada}, 44 Duq. L. Rev. 5, 7 (2005); Jamie Cameron, \textit{Federalism, Treaties and International Human Rights Under the Canadian Constitution}, 48 Wayne L. Rev. 1, 36 (2002); Ronald L. Watts, \textit{States, Provinces, Länder, and Cantons: International Variety Among Subnational Constitutions}, 31 Rutgers L.J. 941, 953 (2000). Elected legislators are therefore thought to constitute the finite pool from which the prime minister selects the individuals who will comprise the Cabinet. See, e.g., Angela L. Beasley, \textit{Note, The Ethics in Government Act: The Creation of a Quasi-Parliamentary System}, 5 Widener L. Symp. J. 275, 288 (2000). But this is not always the case because parliamentarism often separates its personnel—the very converse of conventional belief. For instance, the Canadian parliamentary system
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
may create a fusion of judicial and legislative personnel. Specifically, if one adopts the view that impeachment is a legislative function and not a judicial one, then the Chief Justice breaches this constitutional rule of the separation of personnel when presiding over the impeachment of the President.

Second, possible infringement on the separation of personnel becomes apparent in the context of presidential succession, which arguably fuses legislative and executive personnel. The United States Constitution authorizes the Congress to establish the rules governing succession to the presidency in the event of vacancy, which Congress has indeed done in a statute. This succession statute designates the Speaker of the House of Representatives as acting President if the Vice President is unable or unavailable to succeed to the presidency, and also provided the Speaker resigns from the Congress. Where the Speaker is unable or unavailable to succeed to the presidency, the next in line is the President pro tempore of the Senate. Some have argued that this succession statute fuses personnel because it discards the distinction between executive and legislative officers. The consequence of this fusion would be a violation of the separation of powers and a very close approximation of the merging of powers that is characteristic of parliamentary systems.

The third—and perhaps most compelling—instance of the fusion of personnel in the American presidential system is embodied in the Vice Presidency. On one account, the Vice President could be "a walk-


119. 3 U.S.C. § 19(b).
ing violation of the separation of powers doctrine”122 because the Constitution appoints him—despite being second in the executive hierarchy—to serve as President of the Senate, which of course constitutes part of the legislative branch.123 This particular fusion of personnel has a fateful consequence because, as Senate President, the Vice President is constitutionally duty-bound to open certificates and count electoral votes in a presidential election.124 Though it may be odd to imagine, it is nonetheless contemplated by this American constitutional design that a sitting Vice President would tabulate the votes for himself as a presidential candidate and the competition in a presidential race.125 This has of course happened several times in American history.126 These three cases of fused personnel in the United States help rebut the established view that presidential systems strictly separate their personnel.

III. ELECTORAL DESIGN

Scholars have also focused on elections as a way to distinguish presidentialism from parliamentarism. The first prominent electoral difference between them, it is generally thought, involves the timing of elections. Presidential systems are said to adhere to fixed electoral cycles for the legislative and executive branches.127 Even if a majority of the legislature opposes the President, presidential systems give no recourse to that legislative majority apart from impeachment to remove the President.128 This rigidity129 of presidentialism has drawn piercing criticism because fixed terms in presidential systems

124. Constitution of the United States, art. II, § 1, cl. 3.
are thought to be undemocratic insofar as they compel citizens to remain—for the balance of a given fixed term—under the rule of a leader who may have lost the legitimacy needed to govern effectively. In contrast, parliamentary systems are thought to confer upon the head of government the discretionary power to call an election at the time of his choosing, subject to an intervening vote of no confidence in the legislature. According to conventional thought, fixed terms and parliamentarism are mutually incompatible.

The second conventional electoral difference between parliamentarism and presidentialism has to do with impeachment. Presidential systems are thought to provide only one option—impeachment but not a vote of no confidence—to remove a President before the end of a fixed term. Yet impeachment is a daunting proposition given the difficulty of mustering the requisite majorities or supermajorities to impeach and convict a sitting President—even where he loses the confidence of the legislature, the party, the people, or all three. In contrast, it is often believed that parliamentary systems do not have recourse to impeachment but only to a vote of no confidence to replace a weakened head of government. This makes it relatively easier to replace a head of government who has lost the confidence of the legislature, has become a political liability for the party, or has alienated the people.

This assumption is wide of the mark once again. Not only may parliamentarism operate on a calendar of fixed electoral terms but presidentialism may likewise incorporate the theory of non-confidence votes into its own electoral design. Furthermore, the use of
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impeachment as a tool to dismiss the head of government or state is not reserved exclusively for presidentialism because parliamentarism also deploys this procedure to sanction heads of government or state. This is a significant point because it undermines the traditional distinctions between presidential and parliamentary systems.

A. Fixed Terms in Parliamentary Systems

Parliamentary systems are not confined to open-ended terms during which parliamentarians are uncertain about when they will have to stand a future election. Quite the contrary, parliamentarism is a much more flexible regime than conventional thought would have us believe. I will introduce and illustrate some of the innovative parliamentary designs that have married parliamentarism with fixed electoral terms and show that parliamentary states have borrowed an additional presidential device: impeachment. But let us first consider how parliamentary theory can tolerate these presidential imports.

1. Parliamentary Practice

The keystone of parliamentarism is responsible government. This means that the government, which consists of the prime minister and members of the executive Cabinet, is responsible to the elected House of Commons and must consequently retain its confidence. Responsible government authorizes the Parliament to dismiss the government of the day. In practice, this rule subjects the government to periodic votes of approval in the House of Commons. The theory of responsible government therefore demands that the Parliament possess the power to express its lack of confidence in the government.

When a government fails to retain the confidence of the House of Commons on a parliamentary vote, one of two things must follow: either (1) the Cabinet member whose ministry has lost the confidence of the House of Commons must resign, or (2) the government must request the dissolution of the House of Commons and call for new elections. The mechanism through which the Parliament may

140. Id.
withdraw its confidence from the government is called a vote of no confidence.\textsuperscript{142}

Notwithstanding the discretionary decision of the parliamentary head of government to request the dissolution of the Parliament,\textsuperscript{143} a vote of no confidence is usually thought to be the only mechanism by which to trigger an election in parliamentary systems before the end of the regular legislative term.\textsuperscript{144} Such a vote demonstrates that the head of government no longer commands a majority in the legislature.\textsuperscript{145} This forces new elections that reconstitute both the executive and the legislature.\textsuperscript{146} Absent a no confidence vote, by convention the head of parliamentary government (for instance in the United Kingdom) has five years from the date of election, at a time of his choosing, to request that the head of state issue writs of election.\textsuperscript{147} This gives parliamentarism its distinguishing characteristic of flexibility that fixed-term presidential regimes do not enjoy.\textsuperscript{148}

Given the apparent stringency of the constitutive rules of responsible government, one can understand why some scholars believe that fixed terms and parliamentarism are irreconcilable. But fixed terms and parliamentarism are in fact compatible. Parliamentary systems can fold, and have folded, within themselves fixed electoral terms that operate just as they do in presidential systems while also respecting the principle of responsible government and preserving the distinctive flexibility of their electoral calendar.

Parliamentary systems may successfully straddle this boundary simply by adopting a law that mandates a fixed electoral term for parliamentarians but that still leaves in the hands of the lower house the power to withhold its confidence from the government of the day. For instance, a parliamentary democracy could pass a law requiring the government to hold elections every four years while making this
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fixed term contingent upon the government retaining the confidence of the House of Commons by not succumbing to a vote of no confidence during that four-year term.

In the event that a government loses a vote of confidence in the House of Commons before the expiration of the four-year term, the prime minister would be expected to request the dissolution of Parliament in order to face the electorate at the polls. As a consequence of departing from the fixed electoral calendar, the forced election would reset the calendar such that future elections would be rescheduled according to a new four-year cycle traced back to the date of the election that had been held as a result of the vote of no confidence. This is precisely what some parliamentary systems have chosen to do.

2. Parliamentary Innovation

For instance, Romania adheres to fixed four-year terms but also contemplates the possibility of a forced election during the pendency of that term as a result of a vote of no confidence.\textsuperscript{149} Sweden holds parliamentary elections for its national assembly every four years yet also provides for extraordinary elections in the event of a no confidence vote.\textsuperscript{150} Finland\textsuperscript{151} and the Republic of Estonia\textsuperscript{152} both follow the Swedish model in this regard. In Spain, elections are constitutionally required to be held every four years, similarly subject to an intervening vote of no confidence.\textsuperscript{153} But Spain adds a twist to its parliamentary rules by requiring that at least one year must pass before a subsequent election may be held.\textsuperscript{154} Those are only five examples of parliamentary systems that have adopted fixed electoral terms. Two other instructive examples are Germany and Canada.

The head of the German government, the Chancellor, must be selected by a majority of the Bundestag.\textsuperscript{155} German members of the Bundestag—the lower house of Parliament—serve fixed four-year

\textsuperscript{149} Constitution of Romania, art. 63(1); Constitution of Romania, art. 110(2).
\textsuperscript{150} Constitution of Sweden, Ch. 3, art. 3; Constitution of Sweden, Ch. 3, art. 4; Constitution of Sweden, Ch. 6, art. 5.
\textsuperscript{151} Constitution of Sweden, Ch. 3, § 24(1); Constitution of Sweden, Ch. 5, § 64(2); Constitution of Sweden, Ch. 3, § 26(1).
\textsuperscript{152} Constitution of the Republic of Estonia, Ch. IV, § 60; Constitution of the Republic of Estonia, Ch. VI, § 97. Significantly, the Republic of Estonia requires at least a three-month period between votes of no confidence on the same subject matter. See Constitution of the Republic of Estonia, Ch. VI, § 97. Estonia also contemplates the possibility of a forced election in two specific circumstances: (1) where a proposed referendum fails, and (2) where the government fails to secure parliamentary approval of its budget within a specified period. See Constitution of the Republic of Estonia, Ch. VII, § 105; Constitution of the Republic of Estonia, Ch. VIII, § 119.
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This electoral schedule is subject to disruption by a special measure called a constructive vote of no confidence, which requires the Bundestag to identify and express its support by a majority vote for a specific person to replace the Chancellor. If the constructive vote of no confidence fails to achieve the support of a majority, the enfeebled Chancellor may request the dissolution of the Bundestag, and along with it a new round of elections prior to the end of the four-year term.

As Kommers explains, accelerated elections in Germany are possible only if a number of discrete events unfold in a particular sequence: (1) the Chancellor must request, in a motion of confidence, that the Bundestag express its confidence in his leadership; (2) a majority of the Bundestag must vote against the Chancellor; (3) the defeated Chancellor must then request the dissolution of the Bundestag; and (4) new elections must be held within sixty days. This German innovation has been adopted in other jurisdictions, including Hungary, Lithuania, and Poland. The constructive vote of no confidence stands in contrast to what Lindseth describes as the destructive vote of no confidence that is typical of most parliamentary systems.

Another interesting example of a parliamentary system that has adopted fixed electoral terms is Canada. In May 2007, Canada joined other modern parliamentary states that abide by pre-determined election dates. In a series of amendments to the Canada Elections Act, the Parliament passed a law establishing a four-year term for the House of Commons. The new law nonetheless preserves the
power of the prime minister to request dissolution of the Parliament prior to the expiration of this four-year period.\textsuperscript{166}

This new law provoked intense reaction in Canada when the government of the day proposed it.\textsuperscript{167} Some of the concern was perhaps driven by the constitutional requirement in the founding Canadian charter that elections be held within five years of the previous election, consistent with British parliamentary tradition.\textsuperscript{168} Nonetheless, as Canada and other parliamentary democracies have demonstrated, parliamentarism may fully respect the principle of responsible government while concurrently following a schedule of fixed election dates.

In addition to the Canadian federal government, the Canadian province of British Columbia—also a parliamentary system—has adopted a fixed election cycle.\textsuperscript{169} The provinces of Ontario\textsuperscript{170} and Newfoundland and Labrador\textsuperscript{171} now operate under a fixed electoral calendar. Note also that the Canadian province of Quebec once proposed a number of constitutional reforms, including fixed election dates, that would have seen Quebec nonetheless retain its parliamentary model of government.\textsuperscript{172}

This parliamentary electoral approach appears to have gathered supporters across the community of parliamentary states. For example, the recently elected Australian prime minister has expressed his support for a four-year electoral calendar,\textsuperscript{173} and fixed terms are becoming increasingly appealing to political actors and observers in the United Kingdom as well.\textsuperscript{174} These examples point to the limitations
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of the conventional narrative that fixed terms are incompatible with parliamentary systems.

3. Parliamentary Impeachment

Beyond fixed terms, parliamentary systems have imported another device from presidential systems: impeachment. This defies the usual definition of parliamentarism because parliamentary systems are thought to rely only on a vote of no confidence to replace or sanction the head of government. According to this traditional view, parliamentarism has no use for an impeachment process. Parliament may simply withhold its confidence from the head of government and, as a result, end the mandate and trigger new elections.¹⁷⁵

But this logic neglects the important qualitative distinction between a vote of no confidence and an impeachment. Consider that, on a vote of no confidence, the head of government will normally petition for the dissolution of the Parliament, which will trigger new elections. If the defeated head of government retains the support of his political party—despite having lost the confidence of the legislature—he may continue lead his party into the new election. The defeated head of government may therefore conceivably be thrust once again back into his the previous role as head of government if that is the will of the electorate. Here is where we see the distinction between a vote of no confidence and an impeachment. The former allows the defeated head of government to remain active in politics. The latter typically prohibits the impeached politician from holding or running for public office, and it may be a prelude to civil or criminal penalties in a competent court of law.¹⁷⁶

Some modern parliamentary systems have seized upon this critical distinction to provide for impeachment proceedings for the head of government as a supplement to the vote of no confidence. For instance, Thailand has adopted the German model of a constructive vote of no confidence in the prime minister.¹⁷⁷ In addition, the Thai Constitution authorizes the Senate to remove the prime minister for various kinds of improprieties.¹⁷⁸ As a result of his removal, the prime minister not only becomes disqualified from holding office for a period of five years but moreover remains subject to any pending or

¹⁷⁵. See, e.g., Constitution of the Philippines, art. XI, § 3(7); Constitution of the Republic of Korea, Ch. III, art. 65(4); Constitution of Paraguay, Ch. I, § VI, art. 225(2).
¹⁷⁶. See, e.g., Constitution of the Philippines, art. XI, § 3(7); Constitution of the Republic of Korea, Ch. III, art. 65(4); Constitution of Paraguay, Ch. I, § VI, art. 225(2).
¹⁷⁷. Constitution of Thailand, Ch. VI, Pt. 5, § 185.
future judicial action. Likewise, the Constitution of Lebanon allows the legislature to issue a vote of no confidence against the prime minister. But the legislature is also authorized to impeach the prime minister. If the legislature gathers the requisite supermajority to impeach, the prime minister must leave office and may subsequently face civil or criminal charges.

Therefore parliamentary impeachment is indeed possible, both as a matter of theory and practice. Indeed, impeachment is not a new discovery for parliamentarism: impeachment originated in England. The Westminster House of Commons used the impeachment power—beginning as early as the fourteenth century—until it secured the power to remove a sitting prime minister via a vote of no confidence, the centerpiece of the principle of responsible government. English practice conceived of impeachment as both a political and criminal process. Parliament deployed it against ministers of the Crown, for instance in cases of misuse of public funds. Impeachment was also used against individuals whose office complicated the task of prosecuting them in the judicial domain, for instance judges or Crown officials. Impeachment therefore often entailed both removal from office and a criminal
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punishment.\textsuperscript{191} This remains the case today in some modern parliamentary systems—contrary to the conventional account of parliamentarism.

\textbf{B. Forced Elections in Presidential Systems}

Just as some parliamentary systems depart from the conventional account about how they structure their electoral processes, some forms of presidentialism also defy customary assumptions. Contrary to the received wisdom, presidentialism does not always adhere to a fixed electoral cycle. For instance, some presidential systems authorize the President to dissolve the legislature before the expiration of the fixed term of constitutionally specified years. Likewise, presidentialism has devised an interesting way to reproduce the consequence of a vote of no confidence: the popular recall election. I will review both of these presidential innovations and thereby illustrate the great variety of constitutional possibilities, beginning with the presidential power to dissolve the legislature—a power that is normally reserved for parliamentary heads of government.

\textbf{1. The Dissolution of the Legislature}

Presidential systems sometimes confer upon the President the power to dissolve the legislature and consequently force elections ahead of schedule. This creates a much more fluid electoral process that diverges from the perceived rigidity of presidentialism and instead resembles the more volatile parliamentary practice of variable elections. For instance, the Peruvian Constitution authorizes the President to dissolve the legislature,\textsuperscript{192} as do the Constitutions of the Slovak Republic,\textsuperscript{193} Kazakhstan\textsuperscript{194} and, among others, Mongolia.\textsuperscript{195}

The presidential power to dissolve the legislature is perhaps most common in semi-presidential systems. These systems began with the French Constitution of 1958.\textsuperscript{196} Semi-presidential models

\textsuperscript{193} Constitution of the Slovak Republic, Title Six, § 1, art. 102(e); Eric Stein, \textit{Out of the Ashes of Federation, Two New Constitutions}, 45 AM. J. COMP. L. 45, 51 (1997).
usually have a President who is directly elected and a prime minister whose political survival depends on keeping the confidence of the legislature.\textsuperscript{197} Presidents are typically endowed with foreign affairs and defense responsibilities,\textsuperscript{198} whereas prime ministers operate the government. As a result of the co-existence of both a President and a prime minister in the executive branch, semi-presidentialism is often referred to as a \textit{dual executive} model.\textsuperscript{199} This cohabitation may potentially lead to ambiguity in the division of executive authority as well as to conflict in the performance of executive duties.\textsuperscript{200} Indeed, this tension is magnified when the party of the President does not hold a majority in the legislature, and the prime minister therefore represents an opposing party.\textsuperscript{201} In light of this potential constitutional tension, the semi-presidentialist President is often given tie-breaking powers—such as the authority to dissolve Parliament—that allow him to break the deadlock associated with divided government.\textsuperscript{202}

Consider first the French model. The President, who is elected to a five-year term,\textsuperscript{203} may dissolve the legislature after consultations with the parliamentary officials, including the prime minister.\textsuperscript{204} Elections must then be held within forty days.\textsuperscript{205} Following this election, the President may not dissolve the legislature for a period of at least one year.\textsuperscript{206}

Consider also the Russian model. Like the French President, the Russian President may dissolve the legislature, the Duma.\textsuperscript{207} There
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are two instances in which the President may do so. First, if the Duma rejects three successive presidential nominees to serve as head of government, the President must dissolve the Duma and call new elections. Second, if the government succumbs to two votes of no confidence within a period of three months, the President may choose either to accept the resignation of the government and to appoint a new head of government or to dissolve the Duma. The Constitution grants the President one week to choose between these two options.

Consider next Croatia. Its semi-presidential regime differs from both the French and Russian models. There are two instances in which the legislature may be dissolved. First, a majority of parliamentarians may choose this course, opting to call an election in advance of the expiration of the four-year parliamentary term. Second, the President may take the initiative to dissolve the legislature. But the President may do so only upon the recommendation of the prime minister, and then only if the government has either suffered a vote of no confidence or failed to pass its budget. New elections must follow within sixty days of the dissolution of the legislature.

Finally, consider the Pakistani model. The Constitution requires the President generally to act on the advice of the parliamentary government. Therefore the President must dissolve the legislature if the prime minister advises him to do so. But the President also holds the constitutionally delegated discretion to dissolve the legislature before the end of its five-year term. At the dissolution of the legislature, the President may at his discretion select the date for new elections to be held within 90 days and must appoint a caretaker government. The President may issue a dissolution order either following a vote of no confidence against the prime minister or if he believes dissolution is necessary. As between these two discretionary reasons to dissolve the legislature under the Pakistani Constitution, the former is not uncommon among semi-presidential states. The latter is unusual and has prompted one scholar to high-
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light this discretionary authority as democratically problematic.\textsuperscript{222} Alongside the Pakistani model, the Constitutions of France, Russia and Croatia lay bare the shortcomings of the assumption that presidential systems are consigned to unyielding fixed electoral terms.

2. Popular Recall

American constitutional scholars have often argued in favor of adopting an instrument like the vote of no confidence as an intermediate position between the rigid fixed four-year presidential term and the divisive use of the impeachment power.\textsuperscript{223} This instrument would authorize Congress to voice its disapproval of the President by casting a vote of no confidence—something that the American presidentialist Constitution does not currently allow.\textsuperscript{224} For Reuss, the vote of no confidence is a promising possibility because it exhibits four important features: (1) speed, since it does not take long to invoke and consummate; (2) breadth, allowing for a farther-reaching assessment of presidential competence during his term of office than the narrow impeachment standard of “high crimes and misdemeanors”; (3) suprapoliticization, insofar as it can withstand efforts to be commandeered in the interests of party politics; and (4) balance, because it conforms to the American constitutional cornerstone of checks and balances.\textsuperscript{225} Others have taken the contrary view, arguing against transplanting the vote of no confidence into the American presidential system.\textsuperscript{226}

For enthusiasts of the vote of no confidence, the presidentialist Constitution of the Slovak Republic may perhaps serve as a model for incorporating the device into American presidentialism. The Slovakian Constitution implements the vote of no confidence in an interesting way: rather than importing the actual parliamentary vote of no confidence into its semi-presidential regime, the Slovak Republic subjects its President to the possibility of recall before the end of
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the term. This popular referendum achieves the very same result as a vote of no confidence: removal from office. But it does so in a different forum (the voting body is the national electorate instead of the legislature) and under a different name (calling it recall instead of a no confidence vote). The Slovakian Constitution also provides for a presidential impeachment procedure in addition to this presidential recall mechanism.

The same is true of Venezuela, where the President is subject to recall by a popular vote after fulfilling at least half of the fixed term of office. Yet recall is not the only tool available to sanction a sitting Venezuelan President. He is also subject to the prospect of impeachment. The decision to impeach rests with the Supreme Tribunal of Justice, to which the Venezuelan Constitution assigns the task of determining whether there exist sufficiently compelling grounds.

The presidential popular recall accomplishes a result equivalent to a parliamentary vote of no confidence: if successful, it removes the head of government from his leadership position. Like the vote of no confidence, the popular recall is a means by which the head of government may be temporarily displaced or permanently replaced in midstream, before the end of his electoral term. Though a vote of no confidence and presidential impeachment are similar on these grounds, they are distinguishable insofar as the former is generally invoked for political motives, while the latter is summoned in response to alleged criminal, legal or constitutional mischief.

Therefore, presidential systems also undermine the claim that votes of no confidence are incompatible with presidentialism. Parliamentary systems have successfully integrated impeachment with the enduring principle of responsible government and presidential systems have accomplished the converse: complementing their presidential impeachment procedures with a process that is analogous to a parliamentary vote of no confidence.
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IV. Legislative Efficiency

Efficiency in government administration is an indication of the ability of the head of government to successfully and swiftly shepherd his policy agenda through the legislative process. On this premise, one can conceive of the degree of efficiency of a government administration as directly proportional to and reflective of the level of strategic coordination or convergence on priorities between the executive and legislative branches.

The conventional view holds that presidentialism is less efficient than parliamentarism. This argument presupposes that the norm in presidentialism is divided government, an arrangement in which different political parties control the executive and legislative branches. Under divided government, it is more difficult for presidential than parliamentary systems to implement the legislative program of the head of government because presidentialism has more veto gates and players positioned along the legislative process. Presidential systems are therefore said to be inefficient and to sacrifice efficiency in the pursuit of other democratic objectives. One of those democratic objectives is to make it exceedingly difficult...
for policy proposals to become law without first achieving broad support from political branches. Two others are fostering a deliberative process that produces better and more thoughtful public policy, and preventing the arbitrary exercise of government power.

Presidentialism, according to this view, creates conflict among the branches of government. It is therefore thought to be more vulnerable to stalemate than parliamentarism, and less conducive to speedy and decisive action. This helps explain why some have advocated a parliamentary system for the United States in order to avoid the inefficiencies of separated powers. Such a reform would confer upon the American President the legislative powers of a prime minister to control the legislative process as well as the executive power to control party members.

In contrast, the absence of gridlock in parliamentary policymaking is believed to be a virtue and a reason to favor parliamentarism over presidentialism. Parliamentary efficiency derives from several sources, including the strictures of party discipline, the fusion of executive and legislative offices, and the executive control of the legislative process. The executive therefore
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enjoys a “de facto monopoly” in introducing legislation, which contributes to the efficiency in achieving its passage.  

In light of its fusion of the executive and legislative branches, parliamentarism is thought to provide integrated controls against political division by creating the conditions for cooperative governance precisely because the executive and legislative branches are not separated and each depends upon the other for its political survival. Legislators in parliamentary systems are therefore thought to have an incentive to support the agenda of the governing party. Parliamentary systems also possess an efficient mechanism to break a legislative stalemate: the vote of no confidence. Parliamentary theorists tend to view separated powers as obstructive to governmental efficiency.

A. Inefficiency in Parliamentary Systems

But closer inspection reveals that the conventional wisdom offers an inadequate account of how parliamentarism actually works. Granted, it is accurate to claim that parliamentary systems are sometimes archetypes of legislative efficiency. But to assert such a claim without acknowledging how parliamentary legislative practice sometimes departs from this convention is to neglect terribly important variations in parliamentarism with respect to minority and coalition governments. Both of these forms of government make parliamentarism look like and operate in similar fashion to presidentialism. I will explore coalition governments under proportional representation and minority governments under first-past-the-post electoral systems.

Minority and coalition governments are inexorably linked to, and are a function of, the electoral systems that give rise to them. First-past-the-post systems often lead to an incongruity between the popular vote of parties and their respective seat totals in the legisla-

Consider that the winner in first-past-the-post elections need not earn a majority of the votes cast in an electoral district because victory is won with only a plurality. In contrast, proportional representation endeavors to assign legislative seats among political parties according to the percentage of the popular vote that each party secures. Proportional representation is also subject to criticism. Perhaps the most stinging is that it fragments legislatures and may create deadlock in the legislative process. Proportional representation multiplies political parties, encourages narrow rather than broad based platforms, and typically leads to instability.

1. Minority Government

Minority governments—an arrangement in which the party in power does not command a majority of parliamentary seats but instead holds only a plurality of those seats—may arise under first-past-the-post electoral systems. Minority governments resemble divided governments in presidential systems, which arise when the presidency and the legislature are controlled by different parties. Both are generally inefficient when it comes to passing the full and undiluted legislative agenda of the governing party. Both disperse power in a similar fashion and afford governing as well as opposition parties the possibility of participating in shaping policy.

Once formed, minority governments tend to be vulnerable to defeat at the hands of the opposition parties. This leads to a precarious situation of governance. In addition to rendering the gov-

---


erning party susceptible to a vote of no confidence at any moment, a minority government constrains the schedule of the prime minister to short-term commitments. A further consequence of minority governments is that political parties must be in a continuous mode of election readiness. This resulting uncertainty reaches even beyond the legislature and into the government bureaucracy.

We may draw an instructive illustration of minority governments from Canadian parliamentarism. The 2004 federal elections produced a minority government, the first since 1979. The governing party earned thirty-seven percent of the popular vote, which translated into 135 of the 308 seats in the legislature, while the second-place party earned ninety-nine seats with thirty percent of the popular vote. That minority government lasted for only eighteen months, a period marked by political instability, before being replaced by another minority government.

Other Canadian minority governments have been similarly unstable. The minority government in 1972-74 operated in a mode of constant crisis control, fearful that its unsteady support would collapse and send Canadians back to the polls. The minority governments of 1962-63 and 1979-80 were similarly shaky and unable to govern effectively, the former even arousing the attention of the New York Times and the Washington Post, both of which warned...


of the economic risks associated with electing a minority government in Canada.\textsuperscript{275}

Nevertheless, minority governments in Canada have in some instances been very dynamic and socially useful. For instance, the Pearson minority governments of the 1960s are regarded as successful by any reasonable measure.\textsuperscript{276} They passed the Canadian Pension Plan and the Canada Student Loan program, modernized immigration policy, created the Canadian-made national flag featuring the maple leaf, renewed national bilingualism, and established national health care—all amid the volatility of minority government politics.\textsuperscript{277} In this respect, perhaps Forsey was correct when he observed that minority governments should be regarded neither as a problem nor a threat but instead as an opportunity.\textsuperscript{278} This is likely true, but only if the governing party is willing to compromise in the larger interest of political stability.\textsuperscript{279}

2. Coalition Government

Under proportional representation, elections are unlikely to result in majority governments and instead typically yield minority\textsuperscript{280} or coalition governments.\textsuperscript{281} Coalition governments in parliamentary

\textsuperscript{275} Dennis H. Wrong, \textit{Canadian Politics in the Sixties}, 78 POL. SCI. Q. 1, 4 (1963).

\textsuperscript{276} Desmond Morton, \textit{Remembering the Fun of Minority Government?}, POLICY OPTIONS, Sept. 2004, at 33.


\textsuperscript{281} Consider the New Zealand experience with proportional representation. Since adopting a mixed member proportional system in 1996, New Zealand has had only coalition or minority governments and has not once been governed by a single-party majority government. See Bureau of Intelligence and Research Electronic Affairs Public Office, U.S. Department of State, \textit{Background Note on New Zealand}, U.S. FED. NEWS, May 1, 2007, available at 2007 WLNR 9080573. Moreover, recent elections in parliamentary systems with proportionate representation have born this out. For instance, in the 2001 Bulgarian parliamentary elections, the National Movement Simeon II Party failed to win an outright majority and therefore partnered with the Turkish Movement for Rights and Freedoms to form a coalition. See Inter-Parliamentary Union, \textit{Turkey}, 35 CHRONICLE OF PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS 35, 37 (2002). Four years later in the 2005 Bulgarian parliamentary elections, the coalition government was composed of the Coalition for Bulgaria Party, the National Movement Simeon II Party and the Turkish Movement for Rights and Freedoms. See Inter-Parliamentary Union, \textit{Turkey}, 39 CHRONICLE OF PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS 45, 48 (2006). In 2001, none of the political parties in Norway managed to secure a majority. The governing coalition was ultimately composed of the Christian People’s Party, the Conservative Party, the Liberal Party and other conservatives. See Inter-Parliamentary Union,
systems result when a minority party that has secured a plurality of seats in an election joins forces with another minority party or parties in order to form a majority—or less frequently a minority—coalition party. 282 Coalition governments are, on one masterful account, “a reflex of a living and continuous interaction between a party’s natural and hence ultimate quest to come to power by itself and the expedient, perhaps essentially transitional, inter-party collaboration to capture the reins of government.” 283

One consequence of coalition governments is that party discipline becomes more important than usual in parliamentary systems because the dissenting votes from members of the governing coalition threaten to destabilize the coalition itself. 284 Another, perhaps peculiar, consequence of coalition arrangements is that they sometimes confer greater influence upon small, regional or fringe parties than larger, national or mainstream parties. In an electoral context in which neither of the larger parties has secured a majority of the vote, the key determinant of the influence of the smaller party is whether it is a prospective coalition partner to the larger parties, something that may be gauged by considering whether the smaller party is positioned between the two (or more) larger parties with respect to political ideals and ideology, and whether it was sufficiently successful in the election to garner a critical mass of seats that would push either of the two larger parties into majority territory. 285

But both the converse and the reverse may also be true. For instance, a small or regional party may believe that it can best represent the interests of its constituents by remaining in opposition


instead of joining the governing coalition.\textsuperscript{286} Similarly, the largest party in a proportional representation system may have the most influence. For example, a large party that regularly fails to win a majority of seats yet nonetheless achieves a commanding plurality may find itself in the enviable position of mediating a bidding war between smaller prospective coalition partners who are willing to make enticing compromises in return for the chance to govern, as has been the case in Belgium and the Netherlands for much of the last century.\textsuperscript{287}

The various steps and stakes involved in building and sustaining coalitions conspire to diminish the legislative efficiency of coalition governments because those governments have to invest their resources in processes that would not otherwise require attention under majority governments. Coalition governments face several challenges, including creating a coalition, managing the allocation of Cabinet portfolios, consulting with coalition parties and their respective pressure or interest groups, managing intra-coalition and inter-party disagreements, or shoring up legislative coalitions.\textsuperscript{288}

Perhaps the most complex element to navigate in coalition governments is the initial stage of building the coalition. Coalition-building begins in earnest after the election,\textsuperscript{289} a process that can be very lengthy, lasting upwards of several months\textsuperscript{290} because of the intense negotiations required.\textsuperscript{291} These negotiations entail significant costs, including bargaining costs (the time required to build the coalition and to resolve all subsidiary coalition matters), policy costs (compromise and concession in developing a governing program) and


office costs (the payout or distribution of portfolios).292 Their cumulative impact is considerable. Sometimes the costs of coalition-building and coalition-sustaining may be so great as to compel the leader of the plurality party to give up on those efforts and instead attempt to govern as a minority government. This is precisely what occurred following the 2002 Swedish parliamentary elections, when the prime minister refused to enter into a coalition because his prospective coalition partners had opposed Swedish membership in the European Union, one of his principal policies.293

The product of this interparty bargaining is usually a formal agreement to which the coalition partners are signatories, outlining the policy priorities, rules of conduct and, among others, the allotment of ministerial and other offices.294 One particularly instructive illustration of the conditions that may be attached to coalition-building and coalition-sustaining comes from Iceland, where the Progressive Party agreed in May 2003 to form a coalition government with the Independence Party on the condition that the prime minister—who was a member of the Independence Party—resign the post by September 2004 in order to allow a member of the Progressive Party to become prime minister.295

This is not to understate the inefficiencies associated with governing a coalition after it has successfully cleared the hurdles to coalition formation. On the contrary, coalitions typically become more fragile as the legislative session progresses because the coalition members discover fewer and fewer matters upon which they may make gainful compromises, which consequently destabilizes the coalition and weakens its cohesion as the divergent preferences of coalition members are not met.296 Furthermore, the legislative inefficiency of coalition governments exacts a significant cost on another dimension of governance: political ideology. The political parties constituting a coalition must dilute their preferred partisan policies in order to successfully pass their bills through the legislature—and even then the resultant bill, which members of the governing alliance would unlikely support were they in control of a majority government, may not find favor with the broader legislative assembly.297

293. See Inter-Parliamentary Union, Sweden, 36 CHRONICLE OF PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS 182, 184 (2003).
Indeed, it was the difficulty associated with forging sustainable coalition governments that led Israel to adopt a new premier-parliamentary system that freed the prime minister of what critics believed was the burden of establishing and preserving a coalition government.\(^{298}\) Much has been written about the challenges to coalition-building and coalition-sustaining in Israel.\(^{299}\) Germany is another fascinating manifestation of coalition politics because of the interaction between national and state officials after elections to the Bundestag. Specifically, the prominent role of the German states in implementing social policy requires as a matter of practice that coalition talks involve not only national party leaders but also their state equivalents, even though the latter do not hold seats in the Bundestag nor do they ultimately join the Cabinet.\(^{300}\)

In Italy, some are calling for a move to the more stable semi-presidential French model to replace the weak form of coalition government that has become the norm.\(^{301}\) Building a coalition government in Italy involves such complexity that policy is often relegated to secondary importance relative to the principal concern of political survival.\(^{302}\) As a final example, consider Portugal. It has also lived through short and unstable parliamentary coalitions: the Portuguese Parliament has often failed to reach its constitutionally defined

\(^{298}\) Avraham Brichta, *The New Premier-Parliamentary System in Israel*, 555 *ANNALS* 180, 182, 190 (1998). The new model that Israel adopted in 1996 borrows from both parliamentary and presidential systems to create a structure that has the following characteristics: (1) like the chief executive in a presidential system but unlike the chief executive in a parliamentary system, the chief executive in Israel’s new system is popularly elected; (2) as in both presidential and parliamentary systems, Israel’s chief executive appoints members of the cabinet; (3) just as the chief executive in a parliamentary system but unlike the chief executive in a presidential system, the chief executive in Israel must retain the confidence of the legislature in order to avert new elections. Id. at 188-89. Israel has since abandoned this new electoral model. See Yoav Dotan, *The Spillover Effect of Bills of Rights: A Comparative Assessment of the Impact of Bills of Rights in Canada and Israel*, 53 *AM. J. COMP. L.* 293, 299 n.23 (2005).


legislative term of four years, instead collapsing well short of that period.\textsuperscript{303}

It is therefore apparent that coalition governments are both fragile and volatile.\textsuperscript{304} One comparative study of parliamentary democracies from 1918 to 1974 concluded that majority governments survive for an average of fifty-five months whereas coalition governments last for less than half that length of time: an average of twenty-six months.\textsuperscript{305} This difference may be explained by several related reasons: (1) given that Cabinet ministers in the governing coalition may come from different political parties, they have different constituencies and different interests that may cause them to take conflicting positions; (2) ministers may take positions that undermine the stability of the coalition in the interest of demonstrating their autonomy; and among others (3) government and party leaders in the coalition face the complex task of managing what may be an uneasy alliance whose creation was based on convenience and the possibili-


\textsuperscript{304} \textit{See, e.g.}, RON GOULD ET AL., \textit{Strengthening Democracy: A Parliamentary Perspective} 123-24 (1995); Adam M. Smith, \textit{Understanding Foreign Law in Domestic Jurisprudence: The Indian Case}, 24 Berkeley J. Int'l L. 218, 236 (2006); Barak Cohen, \textit{Empowering Constitutionalism with Text from an Israeli Perspective}, 18 Am. U. Int'l L. Rev. 585, 632 (2003); Kent Benedict Gravelle, \textit{Islamic Law in Sudan: A Comparative Analysis}, 5 ILSA J. Int'l & Comp. L. 1, 4 (1998); Paul J. Magnarela, \textit{The Legal, Political and Cultural Structures of Human Rights Protections and Abuses in Turkey}, 3 D.C.L. J. Int'l L. & PEAC. 439, 444 (1994); Irwin P. Stotzky, \textit{Essay, The Fragile Bloom of Democracy}, 44 U. Miami L. Rev. 105, 121 (1989). \textit{But see} GIOVANNI SARTORI, \textit{Comparative Constitutional Engineering} 113 (1194) (arguing that stability is not a function of time but rather the capacity to govern); ANDREW REEVE & ALAN WARE, \textit{Electoral Systems: A Comparative and Theoretical Introduction} 122 (1992) (stating that some coalition governments in proportional representation systems are stable). But note that some parliamentary leaders mitigate the instability of coalition governments by requiring coalition partners to agree to support the coalition for a specified period of time, as was the case following the 2002 New Zealand parliamentary elections when the Labour Party invited the United Future Party to join its governing coalition on the condition that it support the coalition for three years. \textit{See} Inter-Parliamentary Union, \textit{New Zealand}, 36 \textit{Chronicle of Parliamentary Elections} 152, 154 (2003). It is equally important to note that some proportional representation electoral systems are expressly designed to foreclose the possibility of coalition government. For instance, under the Greek proportional representation electoral model the political party earning the highest popular vote total is awarded bonus parliamentary seats that allow it to govern with an absolute parliamentary majority—even if its popular vote total is lower than fifty percent. \textit{See} Inter-Parliamentary Union, \textit{Greece}, 34 \textit{Chronicle of Parliamentary Elections} 58, 60 (2001) (reporting that the Panhellenic Socialist Movement Party won the highest popular vote total of all political parties with 43.79% in the 2000 parliamentary election but was awarded supplemental parliamentary seats that allowed it hold a majority in the Parliament: 158 out of 300 seats).

ties of power. These and other considerations combine to create a government that does not exhibit the legislative efficiency enjoyed by a parliamentary majority government. Quite the contrary, a coalition parliamentary government displays the very legislative inefficiency that is usually ascribed to presidential systems.

B. Efficiency in Presidential Systems

The American Founding Fathers adopted the separation of powers in an effort to avoid what they perceived to be the dangers of parliamentarism. But even the American model of separated powers is not impervious to the creeping tendencies of parliamentarism. One such parliamentary quality that we may discern in American presidentialism at various points throughout history is legislative efficiency. The very same measure of legislative efficiency that characterizes parliamentary systems—in which the head of government finds very few impediments to implementing his legislative program with a majority in the legislature—is achievable in presidential systems during periods of unified government. Unified government exists when the same political party holds the presidency and controls a majority of seats in each of the houses of the legislature.

The executive may freely pursue its legislative program in times of unified government because it is less likely that the legislature will check the executive as vigorously as it would under a divided government. Given their common political party membership, the executive head and the legislative majority are more likely to converge on political ideology, interests and priorities. They are also less likely to clash over institutional authority and jurisdiction. Unified government undermines the presidentialist structure of interlocking supervisory checks among branches of government.

because it often results in diminished legislative oversight of the executive\textsuperscript{313} and an eager willingness of the legislature to accede to executive requests.\textsuperscript{314}

This state of affairs resembles the free reign that majoritarian heads of government enjoy in parliamentary systems. Unified government reduces legislative obstacles and exhibits enhanced productivity,\textsuperscript{315} and it undermines the traditional view that the American Constitution prevents the President from pushing through his legislative programs.\textsuperscript{316} This therefore gives rise to conditions comparable to those under which a prime minister governs: power becomes concentrated in the executive rather than dispersed between the executive and the legislature—the very opposite of the conventional account of presidential power.\textsuperscript{317} Accordingly, in times of unified government, the President enjoys a measure of legislative success that eludes Presidents in periods of divided government.\textsuperscript{318}
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An unsurprising consequence of unified government is a decline in the frequency of presidential vetoes.\textsuperscript{319} Another consequence is that delegations of power to administrative agencies tend to be very broad, for instance during the period of consolidated authority in the 1930s, and less so under divided government, as was the case in the 1970s.\textsuperscript{320} Relatedly, it has been demonstrated that the President has historically been granted greater control over administrative agencies when those agencies were created during periods of unified, rather than divided, government.\textsuperscript{321}

Yet another important historical consequence of unified government has been the expansion of the size of federal appellate courts. One study illustrated that during the period of thirty-six unified governments, Congress increased the size of federal appellate courts twenty-one times as opposed to the twenty-five periods of divided government, when this happened only four times.\textsuperscript{322} On a related point, of the forty-five Supreme Court nominations made during periods of unified government, only two were rejected by the Senate. In contrast, of the fifteen nominations made during periods of divided government, the Senate rejected three.\textsuperscript{323} There is perhaps a simple explanation for these two divergent findings: congressional action during periods of unified government may be bolder and more aggressive in the face of weak opposition than during periods of divided government where entrenchment efforts are more difficult to realize.\textsuperscript{324} It is therefore evident that unified government dramatically increases the power of the President to control political and legislative outcomes in a receptive majority legislature.\textsuperscript{325}
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In their important article recasting separation of powers theory, Levinson and Pildes suggest innovative strategies to moderate the might of unified governments and to equip the minority congressional party with legislative tools to counteract the power of a unified government and to hold accountable the majority presidential and congressional party—something that the majority party cannot be expected to do in periods of unified government, particularly in times of real or imagined constitutional crisis. They propose a set of parliamentary opposition rights for the minority party, for instance, auditing and investigative powers that may help the minority to hold the majority accountable. This would also be accomplished with minority party veto rules like supermajority voting requirements, and by insulating administrative agencies from political control by giving them the powers to discharge their duties independently of the party in power. These recommendations are all the more useful in presidential systems when we consider what Mark Tushnet calls the “one-way ratchet,” a term he uses to describe the difficulty of repealing or revising laws passed under unified government: “what is done under unified government cannot be undone under divided government.”

Nonetheless, it is important to recognize that unified government does not always lead to the equivalent of a majority parliamentary government. One need only look to the most recent unified government in the United States when the Republican Party held not only the presidency but also the House of Representatives and the Senate. Even under those conditions, the legislative process continued to be slowed by obstruction and delay. Only a filibuster-proof unified government could circumvent these built-in barriers to legislative efficiency in presidential systems. But even then, as one scholar notes, such supermajority governments have been rare in American history. Moreover, transformational changes under unified government may also face resistance from non-legislative actors, for instance bureaucrats as well as political interest and pressure.
Still, unified presidential government is an inviting framework within which the governing party may pursue its legislative agenda on a path of lessened resistance that approximates the conditions facing majority parliamentary governments.

V. Conclusion

Presidential and parliamentary systems exhibit many more functional parallels than their distinctive structural features might otherwise suggest. This observation underscores the limitations of existing constitutional theory and makes plain that conventional constitutional conceptions of presidentialism and parliamentarism are not only limited but quite often mistaken. The immediate implication of this conclusion is significant: the distinction between presidentialism and parliamentarism is not as clear as once thought. The larger implication is intriguing: as political culture becomes normalized across constitutional states, whether a state has adopted presidentialism or parliamentarism may become less important than whether that state has assimilated fundamental democratic mechanisms within its constitutional structure.

Modern statecraft demonstrates that the caricatures of presidentialism and parliamentarism are rarely enshrined wholesale in constitutional charters. States instead often introduce indigenous wrinkles to traditional models of presidentialism and parliamentarism in order to achieve objectives that are anchored in politically and culturally specific contexts. These presidential and parliamentary innovations signal that presidentialism and parliamentarism are receptive to modern renovations, and lay bare the richness of constitutional possibilities that these two systems offer the democratic and democratizing citizens of the world.
